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NPS Technology Centennial Celebration - IT Notables
“NPS IT Notables” recognizes individuals who have made significant contributions to technology at
NPS.  Each of the persons listed here has been nominated by peers as “an individual who has been
instrumental in building and expanding technological innovation at NPS”.   
They are all people who have made a difference, past or present.  They may have led NPS to the
forefront  in their respective area, challenged the status quo, provided exceptional service, or filled an
administrative need.  Some are illustrious; most are not.  Each has a relationship to information
technology at NPS.
Chris Abila Tracy Hammond
John Arquilla Thomas Hazard
Alyce L. Austin Dave Henderson
Don Brutzman Grace Hopper
Terri Brutzman Cynthia Irvine
Christine Cermak Gary Kildall
Warren R. Church Joe LoPiccolo
Craig Coon Eldor Magat
Richard Scott Cote Tom Mastre
Seymour Cray Caroline Miller
Rudolph Darken David F. Norman
Dorothy Denning Rudy Panholzer
Peter Denning Alan Pires
Richard Donat Gary Poock
Ed Donnellan Mark Rhoades
Chris Eagle Jay Roland
James C. Emery Jonathan Russell
Gordon Eubanks Art Schoenstadt
Sarah Farley Lonna Sherwin
Barry Frew Judith "Jodi" Stiles
Simson Garfinkel Harry Thomas
Bob Gentry Milan Vukcevich
Earnest "Ernie" Haag Helen Waldron
Jim Hall David Wang
Jeffrey Haferman Douglas Weismann
Tom Halwachs Douglas G. Williams
Richard Hamming Mike Williams
 Mike Zyda
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Each person listed has made important contributions to IT at the Naval Postgraduate School. NPS IT
Notables will be honored at a special session during the upcoming Centennial Year. Their
anonymous nominations form the basis for the program of recognition.  While the contributions of each
Notable vary, the quality of the example these individuals set is uniformly excellent.  All of our nominees
are important to NPS, and deserve our congratulations!
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